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Monocco BoUtro is published twice yearly bythe NSW Guild
of Craft Bookbinders Inc. Contributions covering the history,
theory or practice of bookbinding are most welcome. Articles
should be submitted on disk or by email to the undersigned, if
possible, on MS Word. Typed articles are also acceptable. If
submitting material lrom another source, permission must be
sought from that source prior to submission.

The Editor reseryes the right to sub edit materiai and
articles are published at the Editor's discretion. Articles should
be sent to:

The Editor, Morocco Bound, NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders,
PO Box 1110, Rozelle NSW 2039, Australia.

Email: Secretar5@nswbookbinders.org.au
Website: www.nswbookbinders.org.au

Editorial Committee:
Adrienne Allen, John Nervland, Jean Riley, John T\-rrnerL

Manufacture of Homemade Bookbinding
Tools and Equipment

John Turner

,-|-t{E following examples of custom-made tools and
I equipment were made for a NSW Guild member

I U, her very clever father. The photos and notes
do, I think, give a very good idea of what can be achieved
by a good craftsman. The craftsman has demonstrated
some ingenuity, in this case, as instanced by the various

adaptations of traditional design such as the pushing
handle on the guide part of the plough.

The pieces have been made mostly from Australian
woods such as Tasmanian Blackwood, Queensland
Walnut and Coachwood with brass, cast iron and steel
httings. The equipment is s2ed for up to A3 documents.
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Bookbinding Finishing Tools
Five examples of homemade bookbinding finishing tools which are predominately made from brass. The different
shaped Tasmanian Blackwood handles are inter-changeable to suit personal preference. To prevent charring,
each handle is protected by a Micarta insulating washer and a steel radiant heat shield (actually a 'mudguard'
washer). Flexibility is built into the designs to allow tooling variations to reflect the book's contents.

Small ( 1 00mm) Self Centing Letteing Pallet.

Fillet Holder. Tlrc fillet dbks uary in thickress and could be shaped. Up to three parallel lines are again
possible. Tlrc T5mmdiameter disks are easilg made to suit special applications
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' :haPedilserls
Tool Holders rt-tithintercharqeabte Jtoral patterns an-d simple geom'etnc s

ffihangeablebladesforuarbuslineulidtLs,lengt-tsand'stwpes.Thebtadesmagbe
stackedformuttiptetinesand'"ry!:"'*":Z;|i:;i:t;j:*::!::y:;ix##::!:::::ffrffistacked for multiple lines and srapes' oOut"'",##-)E*i"1""{ri* ia" centres, allouti'specials'to be

"iipi d"an aeiig,1" based on a 7 oomm radius

eaiilg manufachtred as reqtired'
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Manufacture of Bookbinding Equipment
These are a few examples
woods such as Tasmanian
The equipment is sized for

of homemade bookbinding equipment. They have been made mostly from Australian
Blackwood, Queensland Walnut and Coachwood with brass, cast iron and steel fittings.
up to A3 documents.

Seuting Frame. Supporting battens are attacted to ttetable inlarge hales to allou for wood seasonal
uariation. A brass thread is hidden inside the nuts.

Saaing Frame Dismantled for Storage.
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Nipping Press with storage drau er belou

- 

ble self-supportingJlangedbackingboards"Allslidinq

::;\trtr;:::r#:;:;::;in:!;iff i-,;^","**::",:y:::il;ii*:r:x"m::*;*?;trtr:3r';lX:"tr;::::;{#;il'*tr::" iron nut was re-machired to a touchunder 25cm

diameter and"onnntn"*ilitiethreadedsc'e*' r'tn otnercastironfitting uas dilledfor4 screu)s'
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Finbhing Press on S/and u_tithpress inuerted., This sid.e is primailg intended for backing.

Finbhittg Press stand.partiallg dismantled.for storage. sl-a utsthefourpress locating arul
lood spreading spigots.
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Editors: Adrienne Allen, John Turner

CUTHBERTSON COMPETITION
As previously reported, our Cuthbertson
Book Binding Competition started in 2013
when Selwyn Owen, a Guild Committee
member and former Housemaster at Geelong
Grammar School found a box of text blocks
of the verses of the James Lister Cuthbertson
memorial volume, Barwon Ballads and
School Verses, published in 1912.
Cuthberlson himself had been a

Housemaster at Geelong.

The committee decided to run a competition
using the blocks. The entries were judged by
Barbara Schmelzer and Ted Chapman, and
they took into account both design and
technical criteria. Barbara and Ted also
kindly agreed to provide written comments
of a general nature in relation to their
deliberations.

The Prize Winners were as follows:
FIRST PRIZE: Fabienne Devillard Nicolaj
SECOND PRIZE: Diane Kelly
THIRD PRIZE: Rosemarie Jeffers-Palmer
HIGHLY COMMENDED: Vicki Woolley

Monica Oppen was largely responsible for
organising both the competition and the
ensuing displays at the NSW Writers Centre,
Canberra Civic Library and now Customs
House. Thanks are also due to Anne Eagar
for her assistance, including the sewing the
100 copies ofa gate-fold catalogue, Terrence
Uren, for his help in organising the Canberra
exhibition, and others who have assisted in
this project.

Monica and Selwyn are cnrrently seeking to
organise arl exhibition of the books at
Geelong Grammar.

All competition entries are now on display at
the City of Sydney Customs House Llbrary,
Level 1, 31 Alfred Street, Circular Quay
NSW 2001. The display has been beautifully
put together by Monica Oppen. It includes

examples of binding tools and materials,
along with plenty of photos and
accompanying text, outlining binding
processes and the background to the book
itself. The exhibition will continue until 2
June 2014. Entry to the library and
exhibition is fi'ee.

Monica Oppen opening the Canberra exhibition.

JUDGES COMMENTS
The Editors havc decided to reprint the
comments of the two judges separately,
rather than provide a combined report. We
trust the comments, from two expert binders,
will provide guidance and will go some way
towards maintaining high standards.

Common Binding Mistakes in the
Cuthbertson Competition:

The following remarks are general remarks
only, one may apply to your particular book,
others will not, but participants may still find
this reminder useful.

Knocking Down
Knocking down has the purpose of
consolidating the spine and squashing down

NSW Guild of Crafi B ookbindws Inc.



the sewing holes to avoid glue getting into
the book when gluing up. Many books were
not knocked down after sewing and had very
spongy spines.

If you are a very tidy sewer this might not be
necessary as you will have been pressing
dovr.n the sections on a regular basis.

Endbands
Many endbands were too large for the books.

Think about the squares on your book before
you make your endband. If the endband is
very large, you will have to accommodate
this with your boards and you will also have
to allow for your covering material,
especially when covering with leather in
which case the headcaps are partially
covering the endband.

Remember that it is quite easy to take an
endband off again if it didn't come out the
way you wanted it to. Knowing that it is too
large and leaving it well, we've all
probably had the occasion where we finished
a book and thought "I should've change this
when I still could"!

Squares
Gernerally, the squares on a book are 3 mm

- top, bottom and foredge. On fine bindings
this reduces to 2 mm (but always also
depends on the size of the book). When
lacing on boards the foredge is left larger
than necessary and gets trimmed (and
resanded) after lacing on is completed and
dry. In fine binding the foredge square
would be given 0.5 mm more to allow for
the leather pulling the boards back at times.

There were many books who had 4-5 mm
squares on top and bottom and only 2 mm on
the foredge. Perhaps this was often
facilitated by very large endbands?

Barbara Schmelzer

When we think of the function of a book we
might remember that the majority of books

spend most of their time standing in a

bookcase or on a shelf.

When I bound my first batch of laced-in calf
law reports, the first thing my foreman, Bill

Samuels, did was to check to see whether or
not they would stand up squarely on tail,
foredge and head. Fifty years on I still apply
the same test to my own work and any other
binding I need to assess.

It is worlh noting that while the book is still
on the shelf it is important to be able to
clearly identify it. Titling of the spine should
be clearly legible.

When a book is taken up to be used, the
cover should open freely. It is a common
fault for insufficient hinge to be allowed on
cased work and for joints not to be properly
set when covering letterpress work. This
results in unnecessary strain on the first leaf
of the text which will eventually become
detached fi'om the rest of the first section.

How well the rest of the book opens and
eventually holds it's shape depends on a
number of factors: the page size; the
substance and grain of the paper on which
the book is printed; the rounding and
backing process; the type of spine lining
adopted and the adhesive used. I am
convinced that far too little impoftance is
placed on the backing and lining processes
nowadays.

Binders need to remember to turr in the head
and tail before the foredge.

Barbara has mentioned the need to knock
books down and the tendency for squares to
be uneven. Coming from a trade
background, I arn more lenient with the size
of the squares. In the past, over-paring
leather has led to the premature demise of
many thousands of books. A 4mm square
allows for the use an attractive headband and
reduces the need to over-pare the turn-ins in
order to set a headcap.

Ted Cltapntaru

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS AND
35 YEARS OF THE NSW GUILD
Yes, it is that time of the year again.

Included in your Morocco Bound package is
a membership renewal for the financial year
201412015. Membership falls due on 30 June



this year. We do value your membership,
and, on a practical level, your fees are a vital
parl of the Guild's continued financial good
health. Our costs, including rent, keep rising,
but we have been able to maintain
membership and other fees at last year's
level.

2014 marks the 35th Anniversary of the
Guild's formation. The first meeting was
held on lst November 1979, at the Fisher
Library, Sydney University. On Saturday lst
November this year, the Guild's Annual
General Meeting will be held in the moming,
at the bindery, after which those who wish to
do so can walk across the park to the 3

Weeds Hotel in Evans St for lunch. We will
have a large room reserved, and food and
beverages can be ordered individually.

We would like you join us in celebrating this
milestone. Other activities are planned,
including a full colour November edition of
Morocco Bound.

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
Thanks in large part to Adrienne's
imagination and effort in organising
workshops, and the knowledge and expertise
of our tutors, 2014 is shaping as a very
successful and interesting workshop year.

More details on upcoming workshops can be

found on our website.

Most workshops this year have been sold
out, but those below should still have places
at the time of writing this.

BLIND TOOLING ON LEATHER WITH
DAVE NEWBOLD
Jun 2l - Time: 9:30 am - 4:30 pm.

LONGSTITCH BINDING WITH JEAN
RILEY
Jul 5 - Time: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm.

NON-ADHESIVE BINDING WITH
BARBARA SCHMELZER
Jul 19 - Jul20: Time: 9:30 am - 4:15 pm.

USING THE DREMEL
BOOKBINDING WITH
SCHMELZER

TOOL IN
BARBARA

GIRDLE BOOK WEEKEND WITH JOY
TONKIN
Sep 13/Sep 14 - Time: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm.

FOIL TOOLING WITH DAVE NEWBOLD
Sept 20 - Time: 9.30am - 4pm.

REAL GOLD TOOLING WITH TED
CHAPMAN
Oct 4 - Time: 9:30 am - 4:00 pm.

CONSERVATION RE-BACKING: WITH
JAMES ELWING - INTERMEDIATE
LEVEL
Oct 18/Oct 19 - Time: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm.

SYDNEY EASTER SHOW
BOOKBINDING COMPETITION
AND GUILD DISPLAY 2OI4
The Guild again had a display and
demonstration at the Easter Show, this time
in the new Arts and Crafts Hall. The
location was a great improvement over
recent years, as our stand was near the coffee
bar and there was a lot of traffic. Several
people asked whether we had been at the
Show before.

There was a good selection of tools,
photographs and books of many binding
styles to show off, and the demonstrators
were very busy, which was gratifying. I
would like to thank Nicholas Beckett, Avril
Makula, Gayle McGovern, Rosina Lavalle
and John Turner for assisting with the
display and demonstration.
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COMPETITION RESULTS
(S755) - Prize (Voucher) for the best Leather
Bound Exhibit in Book Binding Classes 268
to 270, supported by Birdsall Leather &
Crafts. Value 550.
Prizewinner: John Turner.

CLASS 268: Cased-in-Binding. Any multi-
section book; sewn on tapes or cord, with a
leather, paper or book cloth cover. 1" prize
$s0.
First: Joltn Turner
Second: Monica Oppen
Third: Avril Makula

CLASS 269: Letterpress style binding:
boards laced on, using an existing text block.
Can be restored book, in which case pre-
restoration photos are required. Prize $50.

(5269A) - Cash Prize for the first prize-
winning Exhibit in Class 269, supported by
the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc.
Prize $200.
First: John Turner, Standard of Excellence
Award and Leather Binding Award (no other
prizes).

CLASS 270- Any other style of bound book
e.g. non-adhesive structure, single section,
stub binding, limp binding, cross structure
binding, accordion binding, coptic binding,
exposed sewing. Must function as a book.
Prize $50.

(S270A) - Cash Prize for the first prize-
winning Exhibit in Class 270, supported by
the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc.
Prize $200.

First: Jean Riley
Second: Robin Tait
Third: Avril Makula
Highly Cornmended: Monica Oppen

The current bookbinding competitions came
into existence largely through lobbying by
the Guild, and we have a responsibility to
keep it going. The number of entries is a key
part of this and it was very satisfying to see
these double from 10 in 2013 to 20 entries in
the three categories. Congratulations to the
prizewinners and thanks to all entrants.

So, now is the time to start to prepare your
books for next year's competition!

Adrienne Allen

FOR SALE AT THE BINDERY
Two book presses. Prices negotiable. One
is a standard, iron nipping press. The
other is a wooden press of the
'standing'type, with a huge amount of
daylight.

NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders lnc
ABN 14986030449
www.nswbookbinders. org.au

Ralph Lewis Bindery: Room 14, NSW
Writers' Centre, in the grounds of Rozelle
Hospital, Balmain Rd, Rozelle.

Postal Address: PO Box 1l10, Rozelle
NSW 2039. Phone: (02) 9555 5730. After
hours contact: John Turner 0407261908.
e-mail : secretary@nswbookbinders. org. au

Bank A/c: (ANZ) BSB 012-227
Account: 213154636
NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc.
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Plough Plane. The 3Omm diameter uooden ttvead is lefi. Lnnd arul runs in a brass rutt hiddenir*ide
the nghlLnnd stock

Plough Plane prouing test. The heigltt of the uorkberrch sLauld allow a direct thrust line to the centre of
resistanre to auoid ang ouerturniltg moment.

!l
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Plough Plane disassembled. TLte attting blade b a recycled beuelled-edge woodtaorking
chisel re uerse sLnrpen ed.

This year 2OL4 is the 35th anniversary of the formation of the

New South Wales Guild of Craft Bookbinders

To mark the occasiof,r c special issue of Morocco Bound
is currently in the course of preparation.

The Guild Committee is appealing for articles for
publication therein. However, articles should be received

by 1 October 2OL4
for inclusion in the special Anniversary Issue.

Articles are always welcomed for publishing in future issues
of Morocco Bound.
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Monotype and Foundry TYPe

John Turner

HE ideal type to use for blocking is brass. The
letters are sharp and the material can last
indelinitely '*,ithout signs of wear. Lead-based type

is made for cold printing using printers ink. It is softer
and has a shorter lifespan, but it can be used for hot
foil blocking. l,ead tlpe is much cheaper to buy and you
may find fonts that are not available in brass.

The two main varieties of lead t,?e that one comes

across are foundry and monotype. The difference is in
the composition of the metal.

So, foundry metal is harder (on the Brinell scales*).

To complicate matters monotype is, or was, made with
different formulae of var5zing hardnesses.

To identify whether a font is foundry or monotJ,?e,
look at the font identification nicks or notches on

the front face of the shank as you look towards it. These

are used to mark the lower edge of each letter to ensure
that the typesetter places all letters the correct w'ay

up. Some nicks are square and some round, but they
are not relevant to the composition of the metal. Rather,

check the base of the piece of type. Foundry type
generally has a groomed foot or groove cut on the base.

In my experience lead g,pe varies in the depth (beard

blocking with hot foil as a longer neck gives a clearer
impression.

N.B. Most authors writing before 1925 used beard

for that part of the type that descends from the face
(printing surface) to the shoulder. Modern custom uses
the word beard to mean front shoulder, or that part
which is allowed for descenders.

DI

Body or

Parts of metal type and their names

A Front (ol body)
B Back (of body)
C Foot
D Head
E Nick
F Counter
G Beard or bevel showing

depth ot drive
H Shoulder
I Hair line
K Main slroke
L Seril
M Type line

Point Size

* Brinell hardness testing (not to be confused with
Brunell hardness testing invented by I K Brunell, the
renowned engineer of 19th-century Engiand), was
derived by Dr J A Brinell of Sweden in 1900. The Brinell
method is for the hardness testing ol coarse-grained
materials such as steel and iron castings and uses a
1Omm diameter carbide ball under a test force of 3,000kg
for a dwell time of 1G-15 seconds. Two diagonal readings

of the indentation are measured microscopically and
the Brinell hardness number is calculated using the

Tin %o Antimony 7o l*ad %o

Monotype
Foundry type

9
15

19

23
72
62

oq
G

Ac o
toF6

-I
I
I

I

*

or neck) of the actual letter and this is important when formula
2F

HB
nD(D-,,lDr-d'-

where F is the test force

D is the diameter of the test ball

d is the indentatron diameter

Sawn Sewing Holes
John Turner

THE FOLLOWING is taken from and only slightly edited,
from the blogspot
http: / / bookbinderschronicle. blogspot. com. au / .

It is published with the very kind permission of 'MHR',
a book restorer based in the USA. The article may
generate some discussion among readers. Most manuals
that I have consulted advocate sawing only the cerf
(i.e.the hole at the head and tail of each section where
the locking kettlestitch is formed), and piercing the holes

around the sewing supports. I admit to using both
methods.

One of my dear YouTube subscribers contacted me
regarding the use of a saw to create sewing holes on
the spine. As someone else had raised similar questions
previously, I thought I should share my answers to these
questions here in case someone else is also wondering
about the same thing. NOTE: The "Q", the questions, are
the exact phases given to me--copy/pasted on purpose.

-9-
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Q: Why do you saw-cut the holes for stitching so deep?
A: It isn't deep. It might appear to be deeper than that

of an awl due to the visible incision of the outer
sheet of a signature. The saw cuts through to the
inner most layer of sheet in a signature while the
awi would pock through to it. So, the depth of the
hole is basically the same in both cases.

Q: Doesn't that (deeper outer-layer incisions) affect the
pages inside?

A: No. But you don't want the incision to be too radical
(especially for a normal size book) or the glue might
get inside the pages and the holes might become too
visible when the book is opened. (ugly!) It is very
important, therefore, not to put too many sheets in a
signature (relative to the size of your book). It is also
important to consider the weight of the paper you
are using, and that each sheet of folded paper is
tightly jogged to the fold in order to minim2e any
unnecessary depth of incisions. Also, do make sure
to check how deep you need to saw to get to the
inner sheet before you start sawing or the incisions
on the outer layers of sheets could become
unnecessarily deep.

Q: I've been stabbing holes in my signatures but the
sawing looks so much easier.

A: Needless to say, no professional bookbinder would
poke holes one by one by hand, simply because it's
time consuming and it isn't precise, (etc). Also, sawing
by a saw allows each hole to have a minute width (of
which depends on the width of the saw teeth) so
that the thread will not catch the paper around it.
And, the width of the holes is necessary for various
cord-sewing.

Q: Could you use a knife instead of a saw?
A: Yes, but I wouldn't recommend it. If you just create

simple cuts by a scalpel or an Exacto knife (etc.), the
hole is too tightly closed and doesn't have a
comfortable opening to accommodate the thread,
causing an excess "flare" of paper inside the pages
(like the look of a flower) as the needle and thread
are going through it. So, if you rea1ly need to use a
knife, make each incision in a slight "V" shape. Make
an incision at a slight angle and trim the other at an
angle. (See the second diagram on the graphic. It's
hard to see, but incisions are cut in V shape.) I
wouldn't recommend, however, using a knife because
of the inconsistency of lines, depth and cleanliness,
as well as the time it takes to do it perfectly. In
conclusion, there's no need to use a knife unless
you have no choice but to use it.

Another binder who responded uses the following
interesting alternative to pierce the holes.

I do the following things: I jog all my folded pages so
that the folded parts are flush straight; I tighten them
in my job backer and saw in very finely through them
all. This way all papers are either finely pierced or just
nipped by the saw. Either way the needle goes through
easily. Only then do I take the folded-n-cut pages and
arange them in signatures. The cuts are minimal, they
are all cut the same depth and there is no paper flaring.
The end result is clean and crisp.

The fold of a signature

Depth ol each hole

x
No!

Sawn by a saw

E>q8
qO
i a rrr #;3OvEm
?o389.2oo

o

Cut^rimmed by a knife

o>iErO
a*;g
IEge
35

No

Cut by a knire

gE
i*;e
foge
B6

o
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The Clissold Lining
David Newbold

Dtnng tLe recent uorksLnp on LeatLer-Case binding at the NSW Guild bindery, ttte tutor, Dauid Neubold, demonstrated a
spine lining techniqte for case bindings that dates back to 1966, and uthich until nau appears not to hnue been formallg
i.dentified or named.

TT WAS the idea ol and was first used by, bookbinder

I Ralph Clissold at the NSW Government Printing
IOffice. Initially used to speed up the lining process,
it was aiso found to strengthen the joint for larger cased
books.

Normally the spine of a cased book receives a mull
lining that covers most of the length of the spine and
hangs over each side of the text block by about 30mm.
The craft paper liner only covers the iength and width
of the spine, the excess paper being trimmed with a
knife. The mull is trimmed back to 25mm with a knife
and straight edge before casing in.

The Clissold Paper Lining covers the length of spine

and then replicates the mull lining on the sides. It is
then formed into the joint with a bone folder. The mull
and paper are trimmed to 25mm using a straight edge

before casing in. As always, care should be taken to
ensure that the grain of the liner runs head to tail.

Time is saved when binding a long run because the
mull and paper liner are trimmed together. In addition,
the paper overhang adds strength to what would
otherwise be a just a single layer of mull between the
board and paste down.

This is a simple and strong variation to normal case
binding spine linings.

-11 -
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with Articles
John R Newland

Submission of Photographs and lllustrations

HOTOGRAPHS, illustrations and graphics
submitted with articles for publication in Morocco
Bound. are welcome as these can be benehcial to

the better understarrding of a particular feature.
Unfortunately, some illustrations/graphics partic-

ularly photographs received as email attachments are
unable to be printed because of their lack of technical
quality and/ortre of such low resolution and cannot be
used for satisfactory printing in the journal. The ideal
solution would be to submit the original photographs,
iliustrations and for expert scanning by the editor and
to have them returned a-fterwards but it is recognised
that their owners may have some misgivings in lending
out their items. It is most necessary that high
resolutions be used, which can still be transmitted by
email. Alternatively, photographs can be saved onto a
CD or DVD and be posted through the maii.

If photographs are taken digitally (which is now more
commonly the case), all one needs to do is just to send
such items directly from the camera as email attach-
ments. A11 photographs should show subjects in weil lit
positions, be centred in the photograph and be close
enough to the subject to capture the fine details.
Photographs should also be in sharp focus and be of
good contrast and colour.

Nearly all digital ca-rneras are of the auto-focus and
auto-exposure q,?es to make good photography easier.
Set your camera to the highest resoiution possible.
Digital photographs can actually be one to two square
metres in area so there is no need to alter them or to
perform any re-touching or re-sizing of their overall
dimensions.

Also please indicate in the article text your preferred
locations of where the photographs are to be placed.

For those who wish to perform their own scanning of
illustrations/graphics and photographs, the following
hints are offered:

1. Set your scanner to Professional Mode and select
6OOdpi (dots per inch). 400dpi would be acceptable
but the file sizes do increase markedly with higher
resolutions. Anything less than 3Oodpi is unacceptable.

2. Set the {inal width size to 180mm. If the width of the
original is less than 18Omm, set the percentage
enlargement size to achieve the increased width.

3. Select hnsharp mask' to enhance sharpness of the
image.

4. If the graphic or photograph is in BW (black and white),
select 'greyscale'. This will considerably reduce file sizes.

5. If the graphic or photograph is in colour, select 'colour
positive' if the illustration/photograph is in the form
of a colour photograph or colour slide; or select tolour
negative' if in the form of a hlm negative. This will
result in a higher file size but the use of colour can
be beneficia-l to an article. Also select 'colour restor-
ation'as old colour slides and negatives do lose their
original colours over time. RGB (red-green-blue)
colour modes are acceptable to send as CMYK (cyan-
magenta-yellow-black) colour modes will be of greater
file sizes.

6. If the graphic or photograph is the form of a published
newspaper photograph or a digital photo print, select
'de-screen' otherwise severe interlerence patterns
will result.

7. Colour slides are notorious for dust accumuiation
owing to their inherent static electric charge. Most
scanners have a 'dust removal' tool. The use of such
facility can be questionable as not only may the dust
be removed, but the fine photographic details may
also be erased at the same time.

8. After scanning the illustration/graphic or photograph,
save as aJPEG (Joint Photographer Exhibitors Group)
file or as a TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) file.
JPEGs have lesser file sizes than TIFFs and could be
better for use as email attachments.

Depending upon the services offered by the intemet
provider, email attachments of up to 10MB (or maybe a
little more) capacity can be sent with the article. If there
are several attachments, they may require to be sent
over a number of separate emails. There are programs
such as YouSendlt and Hightail which can send up to
50MB or even 100MB by email but uploading times can
be very lengthy, even as much as half a day.

If emailing is considered impracticable, articles
together with accompanying graphics may be sent to
the editor through the post on a CD or DVD. Unless
otherwise requested by the author, CDs ald DVDs will
not be returned. Enhancement of photographs for
publication will be undertaken by the editor.

Please remember, the higher the scanned resolution
is, the better it will be for publication.
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